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Abstract
The knuckleball is one of the rarest pitches in the repertoire of major league pitchers. It
has the potential to confound batters with its unpredictable movement, which results from
the absence of rotation on the ball and the interplay of the air turbulence and pressure
differentials on the stitches and smooth surface of the baseball. The pitch is notoriously
difficult to control, but when effective its slow speed and wide arc leaves batters
extremely frustrated. Given the crucial role of air pressure and movement, one wonders if
atmospheric and climatalogical variation influence a skilled pitcher's ability to control the
knuckleball in a given game. This paper examines game day data for veteran
knuckleballer Tim Wakefield of the Boston Red Sox and finds that at least part of the
answer may be blowin' in the wind. The analysis is accessible to undergraduate students,
illustrating the managerial utility of multivariate models.
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1. Introduction
Many statistics educators have advocated the use of sports-related data in teaching
introductory statistics (Albert, 2003, 2010; Cochran, 2005; Minton, 1994). Certainly
examples from sports appeal to many college-aged students, and come from familiar
territory in contrast to many real-world alternatives. Sports data sets are readily available
in the public domain and students often understand their context, origins, and meaning. In
the United States, baseball is arguably the richest source of granular sports-related data.
Admittedly, baseball examples are not for everyone and could alienate many students
particularly in classes with an international student body. However, in the right setting a
good baseball example can motivate the reluctant statistics student and can illustrate both
the utility of statistical methods and the meaning of certain critical statistical concepts.
This paper focuses on one narrow aspect of the game: the curious behavior of a pitch
known as the knuckleball. The erratic movement of the knuckleball is the result of
pressure differentials on opposing sides of the baseball in flight. When thrown by a
skilled pitcher the ball barely rotates as it makes its way towards home plate. The very
absence of rotation leaves the ball under the control of the air flows around it which
buffet the ball and cause irregular motion. As described below, the knuckleball is a rare
pitch in major league play; only a few pitchers use it and it is notoriously difficult to
control. As such, it provides an ideal setting for consideration of the meaning and
implications of variability as the term is used in statistics. Moreover, students can readily
understand the managerial and strategic advantages that lie in the control or failure to
control the variability of the pitch.
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As a fan of the Boston Red Sox and their veteran knuckleballer Tim Wakefield, I have
long been curious about the volatility of this pitch. Casual observation suggests that there
are games when the pitch is ineffective almost from the outset while on other days, the
pitch is as good as any combination thrown by major league pitchers. Given the extent to
which the ball’s movement is influenced by air flow and pressure differentials, one
wonders whether environmental factors can predict whether a given outing will be
disastrous or successful. This curiosity led to two basic questions:



How much, if at all, do atmospheric conditions affect knuckleball movement?
Can pre-game weather conditions help to predict pitching performance for a
knuckleball pitcher?

Because the questions in this study involve the relationship between weather and the
behavior of a knuckleball, the study also provides a context in which to teach the
underlying ideas of conditional distributions. It’s a small step for students to internalize
the idea that this particular pitch might behave differently depending on wind, humidity,
barometric pressure—collectively known as atmospheric conditions.
Finally, because baseball fans in the class are presumably comfortable with the notion
that a pitcher’s effectiveness on a given day depends on a variety of factors, this example
is a prime candidate for introducing the basic multiple regression model. Additionally the
dataset and study described here provide opportunities to illustrate techniques and
concepts relevant to study design, measurement, data preparation, proxy variables,
multivariate modeling, and interpretation of model estimates.

2. Literature Review
The theme of the 2011 Joint Statistical Meetings is “Statistics: An All Encompassing
Discipline.” One might apply an analogous phrase to baseball. Scholarly and literary
interest in baseball has deep roots, with analyses coming from an array of disciplines.
Novelists and journalists have long found baseball to provide rich context for fiction and
for engaging behind-the-scenes reporting (Goodwin, 1998; R. Kahn, 1987; King, 1999;
Lewis, 2004; Malamud, 2003; Will, 1991). Economists have built valuation models to
assess the contributions of players to their team and statisticians have examined the longterm performance of individual players (Depken, 2000; L. M. Kahn, 1993; Koop, 2002;
Scahill, 1990; Schall & Smith, 2000; Scully, 1974).
Physicists have taken special interest, both from the standpoint of opportunities for
engaging students in familiar real-world phenomena–baseball is just one favorite sport
among physicists–and for improving the game. The now-classic source is R.K. Adair’s
little book The Physics of Baseball (Adair, 1990). Adair’s book covers all aspects of the
game. As more data have become available, others have zeroed in on the flight of the
pitched or batted ball, typically with an eye to optimizing performance (Bahill &
Baldwin, 2007; Clark, 2007; Kagan, 2009; Minton, 1994; Sawicki, Hubbard, & Stronge,
2003).
Statisticians have taken special interest in baseball for many years, often focusing on
offensive statistics – perhaps because of their wide availability since the earliest days of
the game, perhaps because offense is exciting and so many of the game’s icons made
their contributions as batters (Albert, 1994; Albright, 1993; Bennett & Flueck, 1983).
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At the 1988 Joint Statistical Meetings the Section on Statistical Graphics sponsored an
exposition on graphical analyses, emphasizing the promise of integrating then-developing
computer graphics and more traditional analysis. Hoaglin and Velleman surveyed the
submissions in the exposition and reported that “the full dataset [for the expo] included
data on pitchers separately, but most respondents dealt only with the hitters; we likewise
restrict our attention to hitters here.” (Hoaglin & Velleman, 1995)
More recently, statistics educators have expressed considerable interest in the potential of
baseball data to excite and engage students of statistics (Albert, 2003; Cochran, 2005).
The emphasis on offense has been quite broad and persistent, probably due to the greater
availability of hitting statistics. Watnik’s dataset of MLB salaries is explicitly restricted
to non-pitchers (Watnik, 1998). In several cases, it seems to go almost without saying
that studies should rely on offensive data: Berry et al. express the “blind spot” in classic
fashion: “Baseball is rich in data. We have data on every player (non-pitcher) who has
batted in Major League Baseball (MLB) in the modern era (1901-1996)” (Berry, Reese,
& Larkey, 1999). Even as pitching statistics have gained attention the overwhelming
volume of batting records often keeps the pitchers’ statistics warming the bench, so to
speak. Consider, for example Koop’s 2002 article comparing players’ performance (p.
711): “Data limitations make it difficult to model defensive performance. Accordingly,
all pitchers are omitted from the sample…”(Koop, 2002).
Kahn’s analysis treats pitchers and non-pitchers separately, as do Schall & Smith (L. M.
Kahn, 1993; Schall & Smith, 2000). Lackritz incorporated some pitching statistics in his
models of salaries(Lackritz, 1990). Rosner et al. did ground-breaking work about 15
years ago, but the more recent explosion of data collection has stimulated much more
work on pitching, thanks to the availability of play-by-play data for every game starting
in 1984 (Rosner, Mosteller, & Youtz, 1996).
1984 was a watershed year for pitching data when Dick Cramer, in collaboration with
Bill James, established STATS, Inc. This new enterprise began gathering and processing
unprecedented bodies of play-by-play information which in turn they sold to ball clubs
(Lewis, 2004). STATS began to provide support to major league teams as well as
broadcast networks (beginning with ESPN), and the data deluge also led to increased
exploration by legions of amateur analysts and to the adoption of sabermetrics-based
management by a few teams, most notably the Oakland Athletics.
The data stream has become far deeper in recent years, so that we now have access not
just to play-by-play observations, but to pitch-by-pitch data. Highly detailed information
about the physical and game-relevant attributes of every pitch, every swing, every
umpire’s call are now streaming in real time. Through the services of retrosheet.org and
MLB’s Pitchf/x database (described fully in Section 4), there is now a dazzlingly rich
body of data with which to excite and engage students interested in baseball.

3. Pitch Movement and Pitcher Performance
The encounter between pitcher and batter is a major source of drama in baseball. This is a
complex matchup of physical and psychological mettle as well as game theory and
strategy. The effective pitcher typically tries to combine physical execution with smart
pitch selection, while the best hitters study the pitchers, looking for “tells” to anticipate
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the next pitch. Successful hitting appears to be a delicate combination of cognition and
athleticism (Gray, 2002); the same can be said of successful pitching.
Pitchers control the ball and vary pitch selection, speed, and location in an effort to fool
and/or overwhelm the batter. A full account of the physics underlying the flight of
different pitches is well beyond the scope of this article, but among the accessible sources
are Adair, Clark and Minton (Adair, 1990; Clark, 2007; Minton, 1994). For the purposes
of this paper and of the class presentation it is sufficient for students to understand that by
adjusting the speed, orientation and spin on the ball, a pitcher can cause the pitched ball
to deviate from a straight line and from the predictable effects of gravity.
In the discussion and analysis that follow, we adopt this standard convention to represent
the three-dimensional space between pitcher and batter:

Figure 1: Axis Orientation to Describe Pitch Movement
Image source: Kagan, 2009.

If a pitcher were to throw a “straight line” pitch, it would move in the Y direction towards
home plate, would not deflect at all on the X axis, but gravity would account for
calculable negative movement along the Z axis. By spinning the ball as it is released, the
pitcher induces additional movement in the X direction.
Because the stitches on a baseball protrude from the surface, orientation of the ball axis
combines with the irregular surface of the ball to cause asymmetric disturbances in the air
as the ball flows through. By varying the spin rate and orientation, these asymmetric and
changing disturbances in turn cause differences in air pressure on opposing sides of the
ball and the ball’s trajectory bends. This is the Magnus Effect (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Pressure Differentials leading to the Magnus Effect, the Source of Pitch Movement
Image source: http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fil:Curveball-magnus-effect.jpg

When throwing a knuckleball, the pitcher imparts minimal spin on a relatively slow pitch.
The initial speed of a knuckleball at 60-70 mph, spin rate of 30 revolutions per minute
(rpm), which equals 1/2 a revolution and 1/4 of a revolution between pitcher's release and
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bat-ball contact point (Bahill & Baldwin, 2007). The very absence of rotation magnifies
the Magnus Effect, and the flight of the knuckleball becomes quite unpredictable to
observers—particularly to batters, catchers and umpires. Figure 3, below, from Adair
(2002, p.50) compares the typical flight of a curveball and knuckleball. In the lower part
of the figure we see the break of the knuckleball, defined as the maximum X-axis
deflection from its initial straight trajectory. The unpredictability of the knuckleball
accounts both for its rewards and risks, according to Adair (p. 55), and opens the door for
very useful class discussions of the foundational concept of variability and of its
importance both in baseball and in statistical investigations:
“The disadvantage of the knuckleball … is that the forces can vary strongly with very
small differences in orientation of the ball; hence the pitcher, however skilled, finds it
very difficult to control the pitch. If it breaks sharply, it is difficult to catch and leads
to too many passed balls. If it doesn’t break, it is no more than a batting practice
pitch, which is even worse.”

Figure 3: Typical Trajectories of Curveball and Knuckleball

On some days in some innings the knuckleball baffles and humiliates good batters. As
noted earlier, the pitch is notoriously difficult to hit except when it is notoriously easy to
hit (garik16, 2010; Kottke, 2008).
Both the movement of the ball and the dispersion of the movement are key to its
effectiveness. Consider the scatterplots in Figure 4. The left panel shows the X-Z
movement for pitches thrown by starting pitchers Tim Wakefield (left panel) and Josh
Beckett during the 2009 season.
The scales on both graphs are identical though the color coding is not. In the left panel,
the blue points are knuckleballs—Wakefield’s near exclusive pitch. In contrast, the right
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panel represents several pitch varieties offered by Beckett. The blue, green, and brown
points are fastball varieties. The yellow are changeups and the red are curve balls.

Figure 4: Pitch Movement and Variability—Tim Wakefield and Josh Beckett, 2009 Season

If a batter correctly predicts that a curve ball is on the way, his prediction is loaded with
useful information. Curve balls tend to move in comparatively consistent ways. The
batter has the chance to adjust his swing to accommodate deviations from the initial
trajectory, albeit with very little time to do so.
With Wakefield, batters almost know for sure that the next pitch will be a knuckleball,
but this knowledge has almost no practical utility. In classroom discussion, Figure 4
provides a rich set of teaching opportunities to stimulate and direct student thinking about
bivariate distributions and their comparisons, about conditional distributions, about
informative and non-informative priors, about common-cause and special-cause
variation, and about just what those special causes might be in a given situation.
When the ball lacks its unpredictable movement the advantage goes to the hitter, leading
many observers and participants to wonder just what accounts for sudden changes in
fortune. The apparent unpredictability of the knuckler is the stuff of baseball lore,
journalistic flights of fancy, even poetry (McCaffery, 1998):
A drop of sweat left on the ball? A stray mosquito?
The fat guy in the fourth row who blew on his coffee?
Who knows? Who knows how this pitch makes itself?
To reframe these verses in terms of statistics education, we have a response variable and
an explanatory theory based on several factors including speed, rotation, and orientation.
Physicists even can supply a functional form. Taken together, this model would appear to
account for some of the variation in the response variable, but what accounts for the
residual variation.
This can lead to a very fruitful class brainstorming session among knowledgeable or
opinionated student fans seeking candidate factors that might reduce the unexplained
variation. Earlier this season following a particularly effective day’s work, Tim
Wakefield told a local sports reporter “The more humid the air is, the more resistance [the
knuckleball] has against it, so it's going to move a little more” (brackets in original)
(Abraham, 2011). Wakefield’s recent memoir sheds a bit more light: “Whether the result
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of humidity, wind, or maybe nothing at all, the knuckleball is can move dramatically on
one pitch and do relatively little on the next, giving managers little advance warning that
a pitcher is about to implode” (p. 19) (Wakefield & Massarotti, 2011).
In an account of the first game of the 2004 World Series, in which Wakefield was the
starting pitcher, the weather figured significantly in his thinking:
By the time Game 1 finally started at precisely 8:09 PM, the New England weather,
precisely as one would expect, was something of a factor. The game-time
temperature was a crisp 49 degrees, but of far greater concern to Wakefield was the
wind blowing in [from center field]… Wakefield prefers a slight wind blowing
against him... Wakefield found that wind resistance increased the movement on
his pitches. Again, it was a matter of physics. A well-executed knuckler, thrown
against the wind, resulted in more acute movement of the pitch (ibid., p. 208,
emphasis added).
In other words, this accomplished practitioner has found that his effectiveness depends in
part on some combination of things under his control and on wind and humidity.

4. Data Sources, Study Design, and Teaching Opportunities
The research questions set the stage for an in-class discussion of measurement and study
design. The first question might be pursued via experimental design but the second
question implies realistic game conditions and therefore demands observational data.
Introductory students rather quickly discover the many issues and tradeoffs involved, and
the need for operational compromises becomes clear. Is it possible to obtain accurate
real-time weather data for each pitch? What kinds of measurements are available for the
movement of pitches? What are the best or most suitable measures of pitch movement
and pitcher performance? Is it important to control for stadium factors like altitude,
domes, or orientation?
Like any post hoc observational study, we are limited here by the availability of data, but
fortunately the available datasets are quite extensive and easy to access. it will help to
start with a description of four primary data sources and then lay out the critical study
design choices that I made.

4.1 Data Sources
This study relies on four major sources of data, briefly described here:
 www.retrosheet.org: This organization captures play-by-play data for every game in
Major League Baseball.
 www.baseball-reference.com: This site tabulates data initially captured by
retrosheet, providing game-by-game summaries for each MLB ball game.
 MLB Pitchf/x database: This database contains pitch-by-pitch observations for every
pitch thrown in a major league game starting in 2008 (expanded data available in
2009).
 National Climactic Data Center’s Hourly Surface Data: This GIS-based searchable
database provides detailed weather and climatalogical observations gathered by
National Weather Service stations and other observatories around the world
("National Climactic Data Center (NCDC) Geodata Portal," 2011).
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With the exception of the Pitchf/x data, all of these sources provide a straightforward
interface to generate or capture downloads in *.csv or *.xls format. Though one can
obtain the Pitchf/x data directly, manipulation requires custom programming.
Fortunately, several website developers have built free front-end query tools and these
are quite easy to navigate. Among the best are those provided by Kalk, Lefkowitz, and
Brooks (Brooks, 2011; Kalk, 2007; Lefkowitz, 2011). For extremely helpful
introductions to the data available in the pitchf/x database, see Nathan and Albert (Albert,
2010; Nathan, 2010).
Variables from these four sources were combined into a single JMP data table, joining
the four original data tables by date and game starting time. NCDC observations are
recorded approximately hourly; the observations most closely preceding game time were
used. For most introductory students, the details of downloading and integrating data
from disparate sources would be excessively confusing. Students may benefit from a
description of the process of locating, selecting, and consolidating the data to understand
that this is not a mysterious process.

4.2 Design Considerations
To investigate the two research questions it was necessary to make choices, and these too
are worth discussing in class. Some these choices were driven by data availability, while
others were matter of limiting the scope of the project.
During his career, Wakefield has worked both as a starting pitcher and a reliever. Given
the differences in preparation for starters as well as the managerial nature of research
questions, I limited the analysis to the performance of starting pitchers in each game
omitting relief appearances.
Though we have detailed data for every pitch of every major league game, the data about
weather conditions are typically available hourly and there is no reliable way to identify
the prevailing conditions in a given ballpark at a particular moment in a game. Hence I
decided to record a single set of weather-related variables at game time, and apply them
to the entire game. Clearly, this is not an ideal design but as a starting point in the
investigation seems reasonable. This choice is closely related to the decision to make the
game the basic unit of analysis, rather than the pitch, the at-bat, or the inning.
Each stadium is slightly different, and some of those differences may have implications
for a knuckleball pitcher. There is some variation in the compass orientation of ballparks,
so that a wind from one direction might be blowing in at one park, but across the
diamond at another. Each stadium lies at a different altitude, affecting air density and
barometric pressure, and wind patterns within ballparks also vary. To control for ballpark
variation, the analysis is restricted to home games played by the Red Sox at Fenway Park.
Baseball teams play 81 games each season at home, and at most a pitcher enjoying
uninterrupted health might expect to appear as a starter in perhaps one-fourth of those
games. As such, a single season provides a small sample of games for any individual
pitcher. For this reason, I decided to observe Wakefield’s performance over the course of
several seasons.
The first phase of the analysis focused on knuckleball movement. I restricted the sample
to Wakefield’s knuckleballs during his home starts for seasons 2008 through 2010.
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According to Pitchf/x database in this period Wakefield threw a knuckleball 99.6% of the
time. This analysis omits the non-knucklers.
For the second phase of the analysis dealing with pitching effectiveness, I wanted to
compare Wakefield’s performance to all of the other starters on the Red Sox staff. For
this model, I used combined data from 2007-2009, holding the 2010 season out for later
validation. In that three-year span, Wakefield started 40 games and the rest of the staff
started 203 home games.
Across the data sources there is some redundancy in the sense that particular variables
appear in two sources. In most instances, the observations are consistent and can be
readily reconciled. One notable exception comes when we look at the weather data from
the NCDC and retrosheet.org. In the discussion that follows, the ballpark-specific
weather conditions come from Retrosheet, following the logic that the NCDC
observations are made at Logan Airport, several miles from Fenway and situation at the
edge of Boston Harbor where both temperature and wind direction may well vary from
the stadium. On the other hand, Retrosheet does not report relative humidity, dew point
or barometric pressure so those come from the NCDC.

5. Models and Variable Definitions
This section presents two models corresponding to the two research questions. The
analysis is essentially exploratory. The physics involve well-developed theory, but it is
not clear whether or how atmospheric and weather-related variables should appropriately
enter either model. In some instances we have several plausible measures of a single
construct. A priori there is little reason to expect one measure to be superior to another.
Hence, the models are presented below in terms of constructs and candidate measures.
The estimates presented in Section 6 were developed through a combination of stepwise
regression and author judgment.

5.1 Pitch Movement Model and Variables
The earlier discussion suggests that pitch movement is a function of the pitcher’s skill in
launching the knuckleball as well as various atmospheric and climatalogical conditions.
The model presented here includes three measures of pitcher skill and five environmental
condition variables. As noted above, other factors are controlled by the design of the
study. The Pitchf/x database includes several measurements of pitch movement In this
part of the study, “break length” is the dependent variable. Break-length “is the largest
deviation, in inches, of the actual from the straight-line trajectory” (Nathan, 2010). For
each game which Wakefield started, I computed the mean break length of all pitches
during his starting appearances. The candidate explanatory factors are listed in Table 1,
with a short rationale for their inclusion in the model:
Table 1: Candidate Explanatory Variables for Average Break Length
Variable
Mean(Spin Axis)

StdDev(Spin Axis)
Mean (Spin Rate), rpm

Definition and Rationale for inclusion
Pitchf/x records axis of rotation (1-360 deg) for each pitch. This is the
simple arithmetic mean of that measure. Pitcher attempts to optimize
break by orienting seams in a specific way.
Standard deviation of spin axis. As deviation increases, break length
may decline from maximum.
The ideal knuckleball barely spins. Increases in spin rate should
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Wind Speed, mph

Crosswind Dummy
Dewpoint (° F)

Temperature (° F)
Barometric Pressure at
Sea Level (inches)

diminish mean break length, other things being equal.
NCDC-reported wind speed prior to game; a priori it is difficult to say
whether increased wind speed would have a positive or negative impact
on pitch movement
Equals 1 if wind is blowing across the diamond.
Dewpoint is a measure of humidity, representing the temperature at
which the air is saturated. Higher dewpoints correspond to higher
humidity; conventional baseball wisdom is that higher humidity is
associated with more movement.
Theory is not clear as to whether temperature should effect movement,
but is included as a control.
NCDC reports sea-level pressure; Fenway Park lies nearly at sea-level.
Given the physics of the knuckleball, it is reasonable to expect some
impact of high pressure, but it is not clear whether that would increase
or decrease movement.

5.2 Pitching Effectiveness Model and Variables
In contrast to pitch movement, the choice of an appropriate dependent variable is more
challenging in the case of pitching effectiveness. The traditional measure is game Earned
Run Average (ERA). Section 10.18 of the Official Rules of MLB define an earned run in
explicit detail, enumerating the conditions under which a run is considered earned
("Official Rules of Baseball," 2010). Essentially, runs scored are earned by the starting
pitcher unless they come as the result of an error or interference. Game ERA is a
normalized figure extrapolating the number of earned runs over 9 innings. Higher ERAs
indicate comparatively ineffective pitching performance.
The trouble with ERA as a metric is that earned runs do not depend exclusively on the
performance of the pitcher. Once a ball is put into play by a batter then many other
factors beyond the pitcher’s control enter the picture. In particular, the consequences of a
batted ball depend heavily on the positioning and effectiveness of defensive play. The
sabermetrics literature is replete with lengthy discussions of the shortcomings of pitching
metrics, because of the interdependence of defense. Many “defensive independent
pitching statistics” (DIPS) have been proposed, but none are yet widely accepted as
standard (Basco & Davies, 2010).
The difficulties of devising a “pure” measure of pitching effectiveness can form the basis
for useful discussions in the classroom—what exactly do we measure? What are the
strengths and weaknesses of alternative measurements and summary statistics? To what
degree does a particular statistic authentically capture a specific construct?
Section 6 reports and interprets the estimated model. In this phase of the analysis, I
estimated the model twice. First I used the games which Wakefield started, and then I
used games started by the rest of the pitching staff.
In this model, there are three groups of variables listed in Table 2. The first (Days Rest)
should capture a pitcher’s readiness to pitch. The second (Opp Team Avg) is the end-ofseason team batting average of the opposing team. Clearly this is unknown at game time,
but this measure serves as a proxy for the quality of the opposing team hitters. Other
things being equal, most pitchers would tend to have a lower game ERA pitching against
a weak (low average) lineup. The remaining five variables all measure different aspects
of the weather and atmospheric conditions.
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Table 2: Candidate Explanatory Variables for Pitching Performance
Variable
Days Rest

Opp Team Batting
Avg
Wind Speed, mph

Windout Dummy
Relative Humidity

Barometric Pressure at
Sea Level (inches)

Definition and Rationale for inclusion
The number of days elapsed since a pitcher’s previous start. For most
pitchers, performance should improve with additional rest, so the
expected sign is negative: ERA should be lower with more rest.
End-of-season team batting average of the opposing team, which serves
as a proxy for the quality of the opposing team hitters. Other things
being equal, the sign of this coefficient should be positive.
NCDC-reported wind speed prior to game; a priori it is difficult to say
whether increased wind speed would have a positive or negative impact
on pitch movement
Equals 1 if wind is from home towards centerfield.
Whereas dewpoint is an absolute measure (controlling for pressure) this
is a measure relative to temperature. Conventional baseball wisdom is
that higher humidity is associated with more movement.
NCDC reports sea-level pressure. Given the physics of the knuckleball,
it is reasonable to expect some impact of high pressure, but it is not clear
whether that would increase or decrease movement.

6. Findings
6.1 Knuckleball Movement Model
Table 3 summarizes the regression estimates for the first model. The table presents two
iterations of the model, where the first set of estimates include all of the variables shown
in Table 1, and the second set of estimates drops the insignificant variables.
The magnitude of coefficients—inches of mean maximum lateral break per unit change
in the factor—are less important to this discussion than the sign and significance of the
estimates. As noted earlier, the dataset is based on 22 starting appearances by Tim
Wakefield between 2008 and 2010, analyzing only knuckleballs.
Table 3: OLS Estimates of the Average Break Length Model
Variable
Intercept
Mean(Spin Axis)
StdDev(Spin Axis)
Mean (Spin Rate), rpm
Wind Speed, mph
Crosswind Dummy
Dewpoint (° F)
Temperature (° F)
Barometric Pressure at Sea Level (inches)
R2 | Adj R2
F

Estimates —
full model
16.1697
0.0235
0.0149
–0.0016
–0.0154
–0.7052
–0.0110
0.0032
–0.2048
0.79 | 0.66
6.017

P-Value
0.1807
0.0003
0.0201
0.1214
0.3761
0.0040
0.3003
0.7565
0.5935
0.0023

Estimates—
reduced model
10.3162
0.0233
0.0144
–0.0017

P-Value
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.0136
0.0574

–0.7000
–0.0122

0.0014
0.0796

0.77 | 0.70
10.787

0.0001

In the reduced model, we find that four factors are significant at the 0.05 level and the
other two are significant at the 0.10 level. The model accounts for roughly 77% of the
variation in break length and includes variables related to Wakefield’s actions and to
weather conditions. Both the orientation of the pitch (mean of spin axis) and the
variability of the orientation (standard deviation of the axis) positively affect the break
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length. It is mildly surprising that varying the spin axis increases the break length. As
expected, lower spin rates are associated with larger break other things being equal.
The presence of a crosswind appears to reduce the mean break length regardless of wind
speed, and higher humidity (dewpoint) is associated with lower break length after
controlling other factors. This is surprising in light of the belief—held by Wakefield and
other baseball insiders—that higher humidity enhances the effectiveness of the knuckler.
The residuals (not shown here) reveal no important violations of regression assumptions
and there is no evidence of collinearity. This model provides opportunities to illustrate
several important concepts in multiple regression modeling, including hypothesis
development, model specification, interpretation of coefficients, and the practical and
managerial implications of estimates. It also nicely exemplifies a situation in which
multiple factors simultaneously influence the variation in a response variable.

6.2 Pitching Effectiveness Model
For this model, I divided the dataset into two subsets: games started by Wakefield and
those started by all other pitchers. Table 4 reports the estimation results. In contrast to the
pitch movement model, this model has relatively little explanatory power especially for
the games started by pitchers other than Wakefield.
Table 4: OLS Estimates of the Game ERA Model
Variable
Intercept
Days Rest
Opposing Team Batting Avg
Wind Speed, mph
Wind Out Dummy (=1 when wind blows
out to center field)
Relative Humidity
Barometric Pressure at Sea Level (inches)
R2 | Adj R2
F

Wakefield
Starts (n=40)
–19.4312
0.0103
–25.2558
–0.0692
–0.4201
0.0082
1.0136
0.46 | 0.36
4.709

P-Value
0.1700
0.4781
0.0106
0.0056
0.0410
0.1609
0.0340
0.0015

Other Starters
(n=203)
–7.5236
0.0148
–0.6370
–0.0023
–0.0035
–0.0042
0.3992
0.03 | 0.001
1.049

P-Value
0.6983
0.0139
0.9620
0.9515
0.9796
0.9492
0.5419
0.3947

One immediately striking result is that the variables which are significant in Wakefield’s
case are not significant for the other pitchers 1 and likewise, the one variable that may
have explanatory power for the others is irrelevant in the Wakefield case. Other pitchers’
Game ERAs appear to be insensitive to weather conditions, and may be increased slightly
with a longer hiatus between appearances. Given the weakness of the second set of
estimates, there was little point in evaluating residuals. For the estimates of Wakefield’s
performance, residual analysis raises no questions about OLS assumptions, and again
there is no indication of collinearity.
Wakefield’s effectiveness seems to be unrelated to frequency of starts and this aligns
with conventional wisdom that knuckleballers can take the mound regardless of rest.
More interestingly, his Game ERA benefits from stronger winds, from wind blowing out
(recall that he prefers to pitch into the wind), and from lower barometric pressure. The
estimates also indicate that after accounting for these atmospheric conditions, he is more
1

This applies both to the other starters collectively and individually. Only the aggregate results are
reported here.
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effective (lower ERA) against teams with better batting averages. This result is
surprising; one can speculate about a reasonable causal chain but it is difficult to offer a
definitive plausible explanation.
The important takeaway message here is that three atmospheric factors do have predictive
power for the knuckleball pitcher but not for the other members of the pitching staff
during the study period. It is also very much worth noting that the atmospheric variables
that seem to influence pitch movement are different from the ones that influence ERA.
Several factors might account for the differences: ERA is defense-dependent and not as
much under the pitcher’s control as pitch movement; batters and pitchers do attempt to
adjust to expected pitch movements, and those adjustments may be imperfect; the two
models are estimated using different seasonal samples.

7. Discussion and Further Research
This paper has laid out a comprehensive example of a research investigation targeted to
statistics students who share a common interest in baseball. The study draws on common
knowledge among baseball fans and players, illustrating the use of massive observational
databases that have recently become available. It leads students through one iteration of
the entire process of a statistical investigation.
Along the way, there are numerous opportunities to engage students in serious thought
about critical concepts such as study design, representative sampling, variable selection,
and interpretation of multiple regression coefficients. The dataset that supports this study
draws on several sources and though it should be and has been sanitized for use by
students, there are still real-world complications embedded in the dataset that can enrich
and deepen understanding of statistical practice. The study reported here has several
limitations, already discussed, that provide opportunities for critical thinking and open
the door for students to suggest ways to mitigate their impact or to design an improved
follow-on study.
Some sensible improvements and enhancements include the following:
 Apply the findings to later seasons to test predictive value.
 Estimate similar models for away games as well as home games, controlling for
stadium variables such as elevation, orientation, and presence of a dome.
 Examine pitch-by-pitch movement data, rather than using summary statistics per
game, integrating NCDC data.
 Further examine “pitcher-only” (i.e. defense-independent) measures of effectiveness.
 Further examine relationship of pitch movement to outcomes.
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